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Abstract

Many distributed protocols explicitly depend on mem-
bership information, such as the identity or number of
sites that are currently part of the system. Given this im-
portance, several mechanisms have been proposed over
the past decades to handle membership information, but
most of them do not scale well in large- and highly-
dynamic systems. In this paper we advocate the use of
“membership-oblivious” protocols, i.e., protocols that do
not depend on the number of processes in the system, and
therefore do not depend on membership. Our approach is
based on the use of currency.

1. Introduction

Over the past decades a lot of effort has been
put into developing group-membership systems [Bir93,
CKV01]. Such systems provide processes with accurate
information about which other non-failed processes are
part of the system at a given time. Membership infor-
mation is of great importance since it can considerably
simplify the design of distributed protocols built on top
of group membership.

However, implementing accurate group-membership
systems is difficult and expensive, let alone their pos-
sible dependencies on the underlying system model.
Therefore, many approaches make restrictive assump-
tions about the underlying system and, to improve
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performance, weak variants of group membership have
been proposed. Such variants, for instance, provide pro-
cesses with different views of the system at the same
time and compensate for this lack of consistency with
other types of guarantees, such as total ordering of mes-
sages and views.

Despite the many implementation efforts and weak
variants in semantics, group-membership protocols re-
main expensive, especially in settings involving large
numbers of participants or wide geographical disper-
sion. Furthermore, in large-scale systems, processes are
loosely coupled by nature and it is not clear whether in
such environments group membership is the right ab-
straction.

In this paper we advocate a new way to design large-
scale systems, which does not require its members to
have complete knowledge about the current system’s
participants. System participants are still required to
know some other participants (e.g., a small set of neigh-
bors) to avoid isolation, but they do not need to have
a global view of the system. We propose a distributed
system model adapted to “membership-oblivious” pro-
tocols, i.e., protocols that do not depend on the num-
ber of processes in the system, and therefore do not
depend on membership. Such protocols are clearly use-
ful when processes join and leave the system frequently,
making them particularly suitable for mobile environ-
ments.

We propose to implement membership-oblivious dis-
tributed protocols using the notion of voting currency,
and to use epidemic message propagation for inter-
process communication. A currency management sys-
tem, built on top of the underlying network (e.g., Inter-
net or wireless mobile network), is responsible for dis-



tributing voting currency to processes, which employ it
to participate in membership-oblivious protocols. The
currency management system can be implemented in
several different ways depending on the underlying net-
work. In contrast, the membership-oblivious protocols
only rely on the currency abstraction and do not de-
pend on the underlying network model.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 discusses related work. Section 3 introduces our
membership-oblivious distributed system model. Sec-
tion 4 presents the currency management system and
Section 5 presents concluding remarks.

2. Related Work

Reliable protocols derived from agreement problems
traditionally rely on the notion of group membership.
For instance, group communication systems [Bir93] or-
der messages relative to consistent “views” agreed upon
by non-failed processes. These systems explicitly rely
on group membership to implement view-synchronous
communication and maintain strong process consis-
tency.

Consistent group-membership protocols and related
agreement protocols in general are costly and known
not to scale well to large populations and wide geo-
graphical dispersion [CS93, CKV01, PS97]. Several ap-
proaches have been devised to alleviate scalability lim-
itations.

In [Gol92], Golding proposed lightweight and scal-
able protocols that implement weakly-consistency
group membership. These protocols allow tempo-
rary inconsistencies in membership views, but ensure
that all processes eventually converge to a consis-
tent view of the membership.

Epidemic protocols, also known as gossip protocols,
were introduced in [DGH+87] in the context of repli-
cated database consistency management. Since then, a
wide range of epidemic-style and probabilistic protocols
have been proposed for various problems, such as reli-
able broadcast [BHO+99, LM99, SS00, FP02, KMG03],
failure detection [RMH98, GCG01], garbage collection
[GHvR+97], and leader election [GvRB00]. Such pro-
tocols guarantee correctness with a very high proba-
bility and, at the same time, scale significantly bet-
ter than deterministic protocols. Optimistic protocols
(e.g., [GPP93, PS98, FS01]), optimized for certain run-
time conditions, have also proved to be more scalable
than traditional protocols with strong reliability prop-
erties. Of particular interest are epidemic-style group
membership protocols [AKM01, EHG+01, GKM03],
which provide each node with a partial group view used
to disseminate messages in the system. Such protocols

are orthogonal to our techniques. Since they do not re-
quire processes to know the complete membership of
the system at any time, we could build currency man-
agement on top of them.

Quorum systems and weighted voting
schemes [Gif79] are mechanisms that only re-
quire a subset of the processes to be available to
ensure progress and preserve safety. As such, quo-
rum systems are well adapted to environments where
some processes frequently become unreachable. Prob-
abilistic quorum systems [MRW97] further improve
the performance and availability of quorum sys-
tems in face of failures by only ensuring consistency
of replicated data with high probability. Such sys-
tems do, however, rely on consistent group member-
ship. In [Kel99], Keleher introduced the notion of “cur-
rency” for distributed protocols as an extension of
weighted voting that does not depend on member-
ship. Keleher proposes a decentralized data replication
protocol that combines epidemic propagation with vot-
ing to eventually commit updates on data items. The
techniques described in this paper generalize and ex-
tend this work.

Membership-oblivious protocols are especially use-
ful for mobile environments, where connectivity is in-
termittent and strong group membership is often un-
maintainable. Distributed protocols targeted at mobile
systems have been an active field of research recently.
In [PB98], the authors propose a multi-level architec-
ture for group communication adapted to mobile envi-
ronments; group membership is implemented on top of
a proximity layer that provides an abstract, high-level
view of the underlying mobile network. Protocols for
causal ordering and consensus in mobile environments,
which do not explicitly rely on group membership,
have also been presented in [PRS96] and [BHM99].
In this paper, we propose mechanisms for building
membership-oblivious protocols that can be readily ap-
plied in, but are not limited to, mobile environments.

3. Membership-Oblivious Protocols

3.1. System Assumptions

We consider a distributed system Π = {p1, p2, ...}
composed of processes that communicate by message
passing. The system is asynchronous, that is, we make
no assumptions about the time it takes for processes
to execute and messages to be transmitted. Processes
can crash and subsequently recover, but they never be-
have maliciously (i.e., we do not consider Byzantine
failures). Some processes may have access to local sta-
ble storage (e.g., local disk).



We define two special system events: connect and
disconnect. Process p connects to the system when it
(re)starts its computation after being disconnected or
when it recovers from a failure; p disconnects from the
system when it voluntarily interrupts its computation
or when it crashes. We assume that the system is large
and composed of a variety of dynamic processes: some
remain connected for long durations while others re-
main connected for short durations only. When a dis-
tinction is needed in the paper, we call processes in the
former category stable and processes in the latter cate-
gory unstable. The set of connected processes at time t
is denoted by Up(t). The Up(t) notation is only used to
simplify the presentation; no process knows all the pro-
cesses connected to the system at any time.

Communication links are unreliable but fair. If
sender and receiver remain connected long enough,
and messages are continuously re-transmitted, they
are eventually received—such communication links are
also known as fair-lossy links [ACT00]. Our notion
of communication link does not only model a physi-
cal cable connecting two computers, but also wireless
connections. We denote by neighbors(p) the set of pro-
cesses with which process p can communicate directly.
Process p can communicate directly with its neigh-
bors and indirectly with any process q as long as there
is a path between p and q.

Due to disconnections, the system may become par-
titioned. For example, if messages from processes in
some subset A of the system addressed to processes in
subset B have to pass by some process p and p is dis-
connected, then communication between processes in
the different subsets is not possible. We tolerate parti-
tions but assume that they eventually heal. In our ex-
ample above, this means that either p eventually con-
nects back, or another communication link is created
between processes in A and in B.

Our system model is meant to capture a large vari-
ety of real systems since we believe that membership-
oblivious protocols are useful in many different con-
texts. Two examples of such contexts are large
Internet-based environments and mobile networks.
In both cases, due to scale and frequent connec-
tions and disconnections, system membership is hard
to obtain. In the Internet, stable and unstable pro-
cesses can map onto servers and end-user comput-
ers (e.g., with a dial-up connection), respectively,
while in mobile networks they map onto base sta-
tions and mobile hosts, respectively.

3.2. General Framework

Quorum-based protocols [Gif79] are commonly used
in distributed systems to coordinate the execution of
multiple processes, despite some of them being unavail-
able (i.e., disconnected). Provided that quorums inter-
sect, reaching agreement among all processes of a single
quorum is sufficient for preventing other processes from
taking conflicting decision. Quorums promote availabil-
ity because only a subset of the processes is necessary
for making progress. In order to implement a quorum-
based solution, however, processes have to know the
current membership of the system, i.e., which processes
are part of the system, or at least the current mem-
bership cardinality, i.e., how many processes are part
of the system. In large and dynamic systems, obtain-
ing membership information may be expensive if feasi-
ble at all. For such situations we need alternative ways
to allow processes to know when they have gathered a
quorum while lacking membership information.

In this paper we consider an alternative approach
based on currency instead of quorums. The basic idea
is to assign to each process in the system a certain
amount of currency. Membership-oblivious protocols
can then be designed to rely only on the currency as-
signed to processes, and currency management can be
performed independently of the protocol that uses it
(see Figure 1).

Membership−Oblivious Protocol

Currency Management System

Network (wireless, IP, etc.)

Currency request Currency

Figure 1. Membership-oblivious protocols

Currency can be assigned to processes in many dif-
ferent ways, but whatever scheme is chosen, the two
properties presented below are always guaranteed to
hold. Hereafter, the currency assigned to process p at
time t is denoted currencyp(t).

P1 The currency assigned to each process at any time
is a value between 0 and 1.
Formally, ∀p ∈ Π,∀t : 0 ≤ currencyp(t) ≤ 1.

P2 The sum of all currency assigned to connected pro-
cesses at any time is at most 1.
Formally, ∀t :

∑
p∈Up(t) currencyp(t) ≤ 1.



Therefore, the condition to gather a quorum is no
longer dictated by the number of processes that are
part of the quorum, but by the amount of currency
these processes have. In particular, an intersection be-
tween quorums is guaranteed whenever enough pro-
cesses are gathered so that their aggregated currency is
greater than 0.5. In principle, this is similar to weighted
voting, introduced in the late 70’s by Gifford [Gif79].

The contribution of this paper does not lie on
the notion of currency itself—the concept, an exten-
sion of weighted voting, has been introduced else-
where [Kel99]—but rather on the management of cur-
rency and how it can be used to devise protocols that
have been traditionally based on membership informa-
tion. We also discuss issues involving the separation be-
tween membership-oblivious protocols, which use cur-
rency, and the currency management system compo-
nent.

Currency management essentially involves assign-
ing currency to processes and reclaiming currency from
processes. Even if processes knew the system member-
ship cardinality (i.e., |Π|)—in which case each process
could be trivially assigned 1/|Π| as its currency1—some
form of currency management would still be suitable
to prevent the system from blocking. Indeed, if “too
many” processes are temporarily disconnected, proto-
cols based on static currency assignment may become
indefinitely blocked. Moreover, as we show later in the
paper, we can improve the performance of currency-
based protocol by handling currency adequately (i.e.,
by applying an adequate distribution policy).

4. Currency Management

The use of process-independent currency makes it
possible to develop membership-oblivious protocols. A
number of non-trivial issues, however, have to be care-
fully dealt with for this scheme to be effective. In this
section we address issues related to currency allocation,
distribution policy, process failures, point-to-point cur-
rency transfer between processes, and currency redis-
tribution.

Currency management may be dealt with in a num-
ber of ways, which only concern the management of
the currency itself; the actual usage of the currency in
membership-oblivious protocols is not affected by any
of the mechanisms presented below, although they have
an impact on the performance of the protocol. This is a
powerful characteristic of membership-oblivious proto-
cols since performance can be improved by monitoring

1 Notice that in this case,
∑

p∈Π currencyp(t) = 1, which im-

plies ∀t :
∑

p∈Up(t) currencyp(t) ≤ 1.

the execution of the system and adequately assigning
some amount of currency to processes without mak-
ing any changes to the protocols that use them.

Each process has access to a local currency manage-
ment component. We denote the currency management
component at process pi by CurrencyMgri. It handles
issues related to currency management such as point-
to-point currency transfer and currency redistribution.
The former denotes the transfer of currency between
two processes, while the latter resets the currency dis-
tribution in the entire system. The currency manager
provides two functions: (1) getting the actual amount
of currency and (2) releasing all the currency. Func-
tion (1) returns the actual amount of currency that
is allocated to the particular process. Function (2) re-
turns all the currency to the process that has originally
issued it. This abstraction allows us to implement dif-
ferent currency management policies transparently to
the process holding the currency. However, closer inter-
action may take place between the currency manager
and the application, as the application semantics may
be instrumental to devise an adequate currency distri-
bution policy.

4.1. Currency Allocation

We assign to stable processes the role of collecting
and distributing the currency in the system. They can
be, for instance, base stations in a wireless network or
highly-available servers in a wired network. We do not
make any assumptions about unstable processes’ avail-
ability and location. They can disconnect and recon-
nect infinitely often, they can disappear from the sys-
tem altogether, and in mobile environments they can
even change their physical location inside the system.

Stable processes can be seen as a core group of pro-
cesses that are closely coupled: they maintain (not nec-
essarily complete) information about other stable pro-
cesses in the system and can communicate reliably with
each other.2 We also assume that the currency man-
ager of a stable process has access to stable memory,
so that it can recover its state after a failure. Note
that stable processes are only needed for currency man-
agement. Membership-oblivious protocols that use the
currency manager do not necessarily need any assump-
tions about process stability.

2 Reliable communication is built on top of unreliable links by
re-transmitting lost messages. Unstable processes can also in
principle implement reliable communication through similar
means, but since they are not expected to remain connected
for long periods, re-transmission is more limited than with sta-
ble processes, and thus we do not assume that unstable pro-
cesses can communicate reliably.



To simplify the explanation, we assume some initial
configuration in which each stable process is assigned a
certain amount of the global currency and no currency
is assigned to unstable processes. We also consider that
the sum of all the currency assigned to stable processes
is 1 (Property P2 in Section 3).

Stable processes can use their currency to partici-
pate in the execution of a membership-oblivious pro-
tocol, or they can distribute part of their currency
to other processes. Typically, a stable process would
distribute some of its currency to its neighbors. In a
wireless network, a base station would distribute cur-
rency to mobile processes within its cell (i.e., the area
within which it can communicate with mobile processes
through wireless communication links). In a wired net-
work, a highly-available server could distribute its cur-
rency to geographically-close processes.

In general, the more currency is distributed, i.e., the
smaller the amount of currency per process, the more
fault-tolerant the application becomes. On the other
hand, the performance decreases, as more messages are
needed before a process can gather a certain amount
of currency.

A stable process should not distribute more currency
than it currently owns. Although obvious, this obser-
vation makes currency allocation a challenging prob-
lem since stable processes must avoid running out of
currency. A simple solution to the problem is to dis-
tribute currency sparsely, for example by always allo-
cating a fraction (e.g., 1/10) of the currency currently
available. Therefore, it does not matter how many pro-
cesses request currency; stable processes will always be
able to provide some.

The problem with this allocation strategy is that
it is not fair: late processes will receive less currency
than early processes. In fact, if some stable process al-
ways gives 1/c of its initial currency K, the n-th pro-
cess will only receive K(c − 1)n−1/cn. A fair scheme
would require the number of processes requesting cur-
rency to be known beforehand by the stable process.

One approach to increase the fairness of the afore-
mentioned strategy without knowledge of the process
population is to ask processes to permanently “renego-
tiate” their currency. From time to time and unless it
fails, each unstable process gives back its currency to
the stable process that originally gave it away. The sta-
ble process adds up the received currency to its current
currency and immediately re-assigns a fraction of the
result to the unstable process. Provided that the num-
ber of unstable processes that contact a stable pro-
cess does not change for a certain duration, and they
all keep communicating with the stable process, then
the unstable processes will eventually have a similar

amount of currency. For example, if a single stable pro-
cess with currency 1 distributes 10% of its current cur-
rency to 10 processes, after 2 currency re-negotiations
the difference between the currency owned by any two
processes is less than 3%!

There are yet other approaches to deal with cur-
rency allocation. As a last example, we can have sta-
ble processes periodically invalidate all previously al-
located currency, and then redistribute the new one.
We elaborate on this approach in Section 4.3 as it also
helps deal with currency that disappears from the sys-
tem when processes fail.

4.2. Currency Distribution Policy

The currency distribution policy should take into
consideration the network topology, location of pro-
cesses, available resources such as bandwidth, CPU
or memory, and etc. Ideally, it would rely solely on
the currency management system. However, more ade-
quate currency distribution policies may be also based
on application semantics. Assume, for instance, an ap-
plication that relies on atomic broadcast (or total or-
der broadcast). Depending on the application seman-
tics, certain processes may broadcast significantly more
messages than others. Consequently, it may be more ef-
ficient to distribute the currency in such a way that it
is located close to these processes.

Geographical location plays an important role in a
wireless network. When a process (i.e., mobile process)
moves from one location (base station) to another, it
should keep its currency; when it disconnects, however,
it should give back its currency to some stable process.
By doing so, as processes move from one location to
another, the currency distribution will reflect the pro-
cesses distribution, assigning more currency to densely
populated regions, regardless of the strategy used to
initially assign some amount of currency—better initial
allocation strategies may however speed up the process.
The motivation for concentrating currency in densely
populated locations is to reduce the average latency of
membership-oblivious protocols: locations with larger
population tend to send more messages and execute
more distributed protocols (assuming that processes
have similar characteristics); by concentrating currency
in such places, processes can quickly reach the currency
threshold necessary to terminate their protocols.

4.3. Process Failures

The failure of unstable processes may hamper the
execution of the system (note that voluntary disconnec-
tions are not much of a problem, as discussed above).



In this section, we show that failures may lead to block-
ing and we discuss approaches to prevent blocking.

4.3.1. The Blocking Problem Process failures
may lead to some currency becoming unavailable and
consequently hamper progress of currency-based pro-
tocols. We distinguish between the failure of (1) sta-
ble and (2) unstable processes. Case (1) is generally
less critical since stable processes usually have ac-
cess to stable memory and recover the state of the cur-
rency manager after recovering. The currency of a
failed stable process is eventually returned to the sys-
tem. Hence, the failure of a stable process may slow
down or prevent progress in the execution (i.e., block-
ing), but only temporarily during the process’ down-
time period. Clearly, even temporary blocking may
not be appropriate for certain applications, espe-
cially if the processes have long downtimes.

When an unstable process (with no stable storage)
fails, it may not be able to remember how much cur-
rency it had prior to a failure if it ever recovers. In gen-
eral, currency may be lost each time a process with-
out stable storage fails. In the extreme case, failures
may cause a membership-oblivious protocol to block if
there is not enough currency in the system to reach the
threshold necessary for protocol termination. In con-
trast to case (1) above, blocking here is permanent,
unless a mechanism is devised to recover lost currency.

4.3.2. Preventing the Loss of Currency To pre-
vent currency loss, the currency of the failed process
must be reclaimed and assigned to some non-failed pro-
cess. Unfortunately, in an asynchronous system, it is
impossible to distinguish between a slow and a failed
process [FLP85]. As a consequence, a process may re-
voke the currency of another process it considers failed,
although the latter is still operational. Solving such a
problem requires additional assumptions about the sys-
tem (i.e., timing assumptions). In the following, we de-
scribe two schemes for currency recovery that can be
implemented in our model: (1) logging the actual cur-
rency of unstable processes on a stable process, and (2)
relying on a leasing approach.

CurrencyLogging. In this approach, the amount of cur-
rency is logged on a stable process (generally the sta-
ble process that has issued the currency to the unsta-
ble process). Upon recovery, the unstable process has
to find the stable process that contains its log entry.
Unfortunately, no guarantees are given about whether
the unstable process eventually finds the stable process.
Moreover, the stable process may be down and the un-
stable process deprived of its currency until the stable
process recovers. Both problems can be dealt with by
having stable processes replicate the information about

unstable processes in several stable processes. Finally,
this approach can only be effective if the currency as-
signed to the unstable process does not change too of-
ten.

Leased Currency. Another approach is to limit the va-
lidity of the currency given to unstable processes (i.e.,
similarly to a lease). Currency would be tagged as be-
ing usable only for a certain duration. Using time, how-
ever, requires assumptions about clock synchroniza-
tion. Alternatively, the validity of currency can be com-
bined with the membership-oblivious application run-
ning on top of the currency management. For example,
if the application is based on “asynchronous rounds,”
(e.g., [FP02]) then the validity of a currency can be ex-
pressed in terms of number of rounds. Once currency
has expired, it is automatically recovered by the orig-
inating stable process and re-distributed to other pro-
cesses upon request.

With this scheme, an unstable process pj would re-
ceive some currency cj with expiration round of r from
process pi, where r is some round after pi’s current
round. Before giving the currency to pj , pi stores the
difference ci − cj in stable storage, as well as the infor-
mation that cj expires at round r. In the worst case, if
pj fails, some amount of currency may be unavailable
until round r, but afterwards, the currency cj is auto-
matically reclaimed. If pi fails, however, then cj may
be lost until pi recovers. The risk of temporary block-
ing can be decreased by allocating the initial currency
to a large number of stable processes.

4.4. Currency Transfers

Point-to-point currency transfer can occur between
two stable processes, or between a stable and an unsta-
ble process. The former exchange occurs when a new
stable process is added to the system. The new pro-
cess starts with no currency, but can ask other stable
processes for some of their currency. Point-to-point cur-
rency transfer between stable and unstable processes is
the classical transfer mechanism previously discussed,
with stable processes serving as currency distributors
for the unstable processes.

Assume that two processes pi and pj start with cur-
rency ci and cj , respectively. After a currency transfer,
they hold c′i and c′j . Ideally, the sum of the currency of
pi and pj should be preserved, i.e., ci + cj = c′i + c′j .
Clearly, if this is the case, Property P2 is preserved.
Unfortunately, in an asynchronous system where pro-
cesses can fail, this is not possible to ensure. Indeed,
currency transfer must be performed atomically to con-
serve the amount of currency under various failure pat-
terns. As stable processes are assumed to have stable



storage, we can use traditional distributed atomic com-
mitment protocols3 for the currency transfer.

If the systems behaves in truly asynchronous man-
ner, with no timing assumptions, we can still imple-
ment currency transfers with the relaxed guarantee
that c′i + c′j ≤ ci + cj . Again, this may lead to the
loss of currency and risks of blocking in extreme cases.
As discussed in Section 4.3, the probability of block-
ing can be further reduced by using leased currency.

4.5. Currency Redistribution

From time to time, it may be necessary to redis-
tribute the currency in the system, i.e., to reset the sys-
tem to some initial state. The main motivations for do-
ing so are to reclaim lost currency that cannot be recov-
ered by other means, and to distribute currency evenly
when the currency ownership in the system has de-
generated over time into an unfavorable distribution.
Redistributing currency can be performed if a set of
processes with a certain currency threshold agree on a
new distribution, and generate new currency. Clearly,
this requires some sort of membership information. In-
deed, at least a set of stable processes that could dis-
tribute currency needs to be known. If messages are re-
ceived containing old currency, the senders are notified
that their currency has expired and they need to ob-
tain new currency.

5. Final Remarks

Message ordering abstractions, and more specifically
group communication protocols, are very useful for
the design of reliable distributed systems. Such pro-
tocols traditionally rely on the notion of group mem-
bership, which is known not to scale well to large popu-
lations and wide geographical dispersion. Group mem-
bership is also prohibitively expensive in mobile envi-
ronment, where processes suffer from frequent discon-
nections and re-connections. Protocols that do not de-
pend on membership are better candidates for such en-
vironments.

In this paper, we have proposed a distributed sys-
tem model adapted to “membership-oblivious” proto-
cols, i.e., protocols that do not depend on membership.
A currencymanagement system, implemented on top of
the underlying network, is responsible for distributing
voting currency to processes, which employ it to par-
ticipate in membership-oblivious protocols.

3 Note that suchprotocols also need timing assumptions to guar-
antee liveness.

There are striking commonalities between currency
management discussed in this paper and the function-
ing of the global economy. For instance, stable pro-
cesses that distribute currency act like the countries’
central banks. In the future, we plan to exploit mod-
els developed in the context of the global economy for
currency management. These models could enable fore-
casts as to how the currency distribution develops with
time. Moreover, we are considering extending our ap-
proach with further concepts from the global economy,
such as local currency and inflation.
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